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About This Content

Dominated by forest and tundra, Canada in the 1860s is sparsely populated and only a few settlements have managed to develop
into larger towns. Bridge the distance between the British colonies and reach economic independence by creating a track

infrastructure for the Great Lakes region.
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Title: Railway Empire - The Great Lakes
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Gaming Minds Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5 750 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 @ 3.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX460 or AMD Radeon HD5870 (1024MB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Polish,Korean
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GG LOGO BIG. not at all what i expected. Very good. Let my parents see art they would otherwise never get the chance to.
. Very well written, enjoyable story, great characters. All around, a worthy buy for a great experience.. hitting the ball feels like,
you hit a pebble at the speed of light. dont swing like you're gonna hit a real ball, its gonna go off the table. also, watch out, if
you wanna put top spin on the ball, its just gona go straight down because your racket angle is wrong! :D i feel like i have to play
like a retard when i play this. seriously.. Sci-Fi Alice in Wonderland + VR.

This is an immersive story experience. There are some puzzles you occasionally have to solve inbetween unlocking the story, but
I'd hesitate to call that 'gameplay'. I kind of feel like the 25 dollar price tag might be a bit much for this. It's like Solus Project
but with less actual gaming elements.

Still, other than the blurry visuals, everything else is well polished and thoughtfully crafted towards a pleasent VR experience.
Normally I don't like story simulations, but VR kind of changes that. When certain mechanics are well done (locamotion, asset /
ui polish, voice acting, setting, story) it's enough to make me forget all that and just enjoy the wonderful vr experience.

I'm only an hour in at this point, and I don't expect to have my mind blown by the time I finish, but certain moments did stand
out in that first hour. Driving around the planet in a the vehicle for starters. The driving was super smooth, caused no motion
sickness, and really made me feel like I was exploring an alien planet.

There was also kind of trippy dream sequence that was short but enjoyable. I'm guessing i'll see a lot more of these as I delve
into the story.

So there it is, the game puts the right amount of attention on the core mechanics and fundamentals that I can recommend
picking it up despite the somewhat high pricetag. It all comes together for a really immersive experience and that's really what
I'm here for.. This is not a good game. Online is a mess. The campaign is alright, but ends in a really garbage way. Zombies is
just eh.

I give it 0\/10. I am honestly furious that they would release this game in the state it's in. No anticheat. No balance. The same
garbage RNG that governed the Black Market in BO3 is also in this game, which brings the score to -1\/10.

Don't buy it. If you have less than two hours, return it. It's not worth it.. it doesn't work.
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Not yet anyway. While I can see Driftmoon could become a great game one day, it's not currently in a very enjoyable state. I'm
struggling to see at this stage what it's going to offer other than another playable, top-down Diablo-style RPG. The combat feels
like an MMO, with auto-attack and skills about as far as it goes. It just doesn't feel like it's going to offer anything different or
fresh at this stage. Additionally, this writing is verbose and hit-and-miss in my opinion. Some of the characters and
conversations that are clearly intended to be funny fall flat and just seem plain wierd. The other conversation options present
reems of unneccessary dialogue that only really serves to bore you into clicking past it.. bad gameplay bad graphics evreything is
not good here. OMG.... i can find no reason to play this... puzzle game it said, karma and indie it says.... it is MYST point and
click and die till you click the right thing..... I love stategy games and this is one of my new favs! Got some gameplay here: 
https://youtu.be/t0nEwtWCSgY. I must confess, I only played this for a few minutes ( a few missions, they were that short).
This "RTS" features a very clunky voice-activated command interface. I could not properly callibrate the thing to understand
me. It kept saying it was too loud, even at a whisper. I could not get any microphone attunuation to make any difference.

You can still use the backup, which is a horride mouse interace where you go through several menus to say "Unit 1 attack hostile
3" and that is about all there is to your command interface. You have some 3d follow camera which gives a very limited view of
the battle field. I do not know who thought this concept was a good idea.

I suggest that you just stay away from this title. I just uninstalled it even though I love RTS games and have only played a few
missions. It is that bad. All I can think of is that someone tried to create a console-friendly RTS and this is what they ended up
with. It is a total fail from a PC RTS interface.
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